Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies and YOU!

Old Dominion University
What Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at ODU Is

● Our courses examine gender in historical and contemporary contexts with an emphasis on women's lives and perspectives.

● But our classes aren’t just about gender. We study how gender intersects with race, sexuality, religion, immigration, the environment, disability, art, labor, health, technology, fashion, the body, design, making, and more!

● Most importantly, we are a community that cares deeply about social justice in every aspect of life.
What ODU WGSS Students Do

We learn how to become change-makers in our communities by:

● Working directly with social justice organizations
● Leading queer walking tours of Norfolk
● Conducting and presenting original research at conferences
● Partnering with local refugees
● Training to become doulas
● Creating zines and social media campaigns
● Networking with local professionals
● Meeting with nationally celebrated feminist leaders and writers
What ODU Women’s Studies Alumni Do

- Law
- Non-profit work
- Teaching at elementary, high school, and college levels
- Public relations
- Counselling
- Human rights advocacy
- Journalism and media
- Health and medicine
- Business
- Professional Writing
Wanna Join Our Community?

- Take our Gen Ed offerings, WMST 201: Introduction to Women’s Studies and WMST 390T: Women and Technology.
- **Explore our major** and then come talk to me about how to get started.
- **Explore our minor** (it’s only four classes total!) and then come talk to me about how to get started.
- Follow us on [Facebook](https://www.facebook.com) and [Instagram](https://www.instagram.com) to keep up with the amazing work of our students and faculty.